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6ffects of Submissive Xosition on Xerception and =ehaviour
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:ost religious traditions are built upon strict power distinctions between humans and the superhumanxdiviney While
superhuman entities are often described as omnipotent or having supernatural powers, humans are presented as weak,
humble and powerlessy
Some traditions accentuate this distinction not only in teachings, but also in visual representations and demands of
visible submissive behaviour during ritual activitiesy 5part from culturally grounded cues of power and dominance,
verticality is often used as a basis to distinguish the powerful from the subordinate, both visually and as a bodily
expressiony
Recent research in perception and metaphor shows a direct connection between the placement and size of a stimulus
wsemantic or visual/ and the estimation of its importance and powery Stimuli placed high in a vertical space are
perceived as more powerful and as more dominant, whereas those placed on lower positions as inferior w:eier, ’auser,
Robinson, [riesen, l Schjeldahl, )zz79 Robinson, Zabelina, ´de l :oeller, )zz;9 :eier, l 4ionne, )zzZ9 ]iessner,
Ryan, Quaquebeke, l Schubert, )z((/y Similarly, open and expansive bodily positions wstanding/ are connected to
dominant behaviour, while closed, collapsed and lowered postures are perceived as expressing submission and
obediencey
-urrent theorizing in the area of embodied cognition claims that bodily positions and environmental settings w”oye l
Verpooten, )z(H/ play an important role in the composition of specific embodied statesy Thus, bodily positions are not
just the result of some antecedent emotional state9 they are a necessary part of the emergence and shaping of
emotional statesy 6xperimental evidence supports this assertion for many bodily postures9 however, to date there has
yet to be a research program focusing on submissive positions and dominance cues in religious ritualsy “n the light of
existing research, “ argue that submissive bodily positions in religious rituals are not mere expressions of subordination,
but that they establish and modulate the submissive attitude and behaviour towards superhuman agentsy

’ypotheses
“y Xarticipants in a kneeling position will perceptually underestimate their own height
compared to participants in a standing positiony
““y Xarticipants in a kneeling position will perceptually overestimate the height of
silhouette of a persony

Methods

Manipulation
While assuming the assigned position wstandingxkneeling/, participants were
asked to watch timer and count down in their mindy Xarticipants assumed the
position walone in the testing space/ for 2 minutesy

5fterwards, they were asked to visually estimate their height and to decide
whether a projected human silhouette is higher or smaller than themy

Xarticipants were
recruited from a university
course and obtained a
credit for their
participationy

Results

´wn height estimation

There was significant difference in height
estimation between kneeling w: qk;y2j, S4 q
((y(7/ and standing w: q k jy(z, S4 q ;yZ0/
conditions [t w;7/ q k)yz0H, p q yzj)]y
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k 6ffect of specific body posture on
perception of own height

k 6ffect of specific body posture on
perception of another person´s height

k Yo gender effect

Questions l [uture directions
“s there a reason why some religions use kneeling posture and
other do notJ

“s there a connection between moralizing high gods and use of
kneelingxprostration postures in ritualsJ

4o bodily postures enforce attitudesJ

=asic biological and psychological mechanisms same in
modern and ancient – can different interpretationsxcontexts
change the effectesJ

4oes the effect vary across the lifespanJ

’ypotheses
“y Xarticipants in a kneeling position will perceptually underestimate their own height while
overestimating the height of others compared to participants in a standing positiony
““y Xarticipants in a kneeling position will ascribe higher dominance, leading abilities and
decisiveness to others compared to participants in a standing positiony

Manipulation
While assuming assigned positions k standing and kneeling, participants in dyads will
be asked to watch timer and count down in their mindsy =eing together in the testing
space they will stay in the positions for 2 minutesy

5fterwards, they will be asked to visually estimate their height and the height of the
other participanty Xersonality trait perception questionnaire rating the other participant
will be administered after the height estimationy

Xarticipants will be matched on height and gendery

Experiment I Experiment II a

Experiment II b

Manipulation
While assuming assigned positions k standing and kneeling, participants in dyads will be asked to
watch timer and count down in their mindsy =eing together in the testing space they will stay in the
positions for 2 minutesy

5fterwards, they will be asked to proceed to another testing area for another tasky To reach the area,
participants will have to pass through a narrow corridor, passable only one by oney

“n the task participants will have an option to choose either a leader or a follower roley The leader will
then choose an object wunknown to the follower/ from a set of different pictures and give geometrical
and spatial directions to the follower whose task it will be to draw the object on a board, while trying to
guess the objecty The task will be pilotktested withxwithout blinfold for the follower roley

Xarticipants will be matched on height and gendery

Silhouette height rating

There was marginally significant difference in ratings of
height of the silhouette between kneeling and standing
conditionsy

Xarticipants were
estimatingand rating
heights from
standing position in
both conditions right
after the
manipulationy

Silhouette height was
customized to be ca
2 cm lower than the
height of each
participanty
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’ypotheses
“y Xarticipants in a kneeling position will be giving way more often compared to participants
in a standing position when passing through a narrow corridory
““y Xarticipants in a kneeling position will be choosing a follower role more often compared
to participants in a standing positiony


